Jenny Sapora

PRINTING
ILLUSTRATION
CALLIGRAPHY
DESIGN
Tears of Joy
album cover art
cut paper
In most self-portraits it is the face that dominates.

Candle hat is a pair of eyes swimming in broadside.

Van Gogh stands out of a halo of swaying darkness.

Broadside in black and white, as if he were taking a breather

during the painting of 'The Nightingale'.
JoJo the Tiger
4 x 8 foot mural
acrylic house paint
Professor Modicum’s Singular Encyclopedia
collaborative miniature book series
title “page” & volume 8: Obvious – Problematic
MATCHMAKER MATCH

ELENA
“One Dimple’s Enough!”

ANDY
“Tuba Good To Be True”

SAPORA

BAYROCK

WINNIPESAUKEE

IT’S A DESTINATION WEDDING!!

“LOVELY AND LOONFUL LAKE

Winnipesaukee

Choose from a range of rustic
LAKESIDE ACCOMMODATIONS

Tenting in the pines!
Cabins with flushing toilets!
Cabins with a Wee-Jaunt to the toilets!
Hotels in nearby town
(if you really feel you must!)

What
A rustic weekend getaway
in a picturesque setting
(with outdoor amenities!)

Why
So you don’t have to leave
at the end of the night
(choose day if you want!)

When
Friday, September 11th to
Sunday, September 13th
(soon to woods)

Where
In the tranquil woods of
Camp Kolayyan, NH

Mother says “You!”

kid-friendly
PARENT-APPROVED
Offerings to be provided
grace to rain until they drop

We're yours
Go

collaborative book, title & colophon pages
letterpress edition
Tiny Dangerous Fun
web banner
calligraphy / digital